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Presentation Overview

• Background information

• My research objective

• Comparing goals

• Aligning needs and interests

• Where can we go from here?



• Valuable natural resource
• Culturally rich landscape
• Significant human impacts
• Complex management
• Long research history
• Environmental citizens

What makes the Chesapeake 
Bay special?



What is citizen science?

“Projects in which 
volunteers partner 
with scientists to 
answer real-world 
questions” 
(Cornell Lab of Ornithology)

Parker School



Introducing: the Chesapeake 
Monitoring Cooperative

“Integration of Citizen-based Monitoring and 
Nontraditional Monitoring Partners into the 
Chesapeake Bay Program Partnership”



Come one, come all!

To be successful, scientists must convince 
monitoring groups to join the Cooperative

How can scientists engage volunteers?



Come one, come all!

People monitor for different reasons!

Understand everyone’s monitoring goals 
in order to engage volunteers

To be successful, scientists must convince 
monitoring groups to join the Cooperative

How can scientists engage volunteers?



Citizen scientists’ goals

“Why do you monitor?”

• 93 free-response survey 
answers 

• Coded into 9 distinct themes



Citizen scientists’ goals

30% Learn about the environment and
educate community members

• “Learn about our waters”

• “Create educational opportunity 
with students”

• “Promote community    
understanding of watershed”



Citizen scientists’ goals

30% Learn and educate

27% Monitor restoration progress

25% Address general concern for habitat 

22% Establish baseline data

20% Identify impaired waters



30% Learn and educate

27% Monitor restoration progress

25% Address general concern for habitat

22% Establish baseline data

20% Identify impaired waters

18% Monitor longitudinal trends

16% Assess health and recreation risks

16% Engage community

12% Collect data for scientists

Citizen scientists’ goals



Professional scientists’ goals

Data collected by:

Professionals



Professional scientists’ goals

Data collected by:

Professionals 
and 
Citizens

Professionals



Professional scientists’ goals

• Inform management and policy
• Measure restoration progress
• Identify impaired waters
• Stimulate public action
• Protect environment for posterity

“Why do you monitor?”



Professional scientists’ goals

• Inform management and policy
• Measure restoration progress
• Identify impaired waters
• Stimulate public action
• Protect environment for posterity

So, where do citizen scientists come in?

“Why do you monitor?”



Professional scientists’ goals

• “Expand the monitoring network”
• “Fill in gaps”
• “On-the-ground knowledge”

• “Get people to learn”
• Teachers are “bang for your buck”
• Volunteers are “Effective partners”
• Promote “Connection with 

environment”

“Why do you work with citizen scientists?”

Data

Educate 
and
Engage
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“It seems like there’s a logical progression from 
someone who knows almost nothing about 
their environment but has an interest in it… to 
becoming a citizen scientist and taking 
some action monitoring some bit of information, 
and then once they have that knowledge 
and data, then the volunteers- and their families 
and everybody they know- can do something 
with what they learned. 

Citizen science is really important.”













Citizen scientists and 
professional scientists 
have overlapping goals.

How can we move forward from here?



Identifying potential strategic 
partnerships



What can the matrix do?

1. Understand scientists’ research 
objectives and data needs.
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What can the matrix do?

1. Understand scientists’ research 
objectives and data needs.

2. Identify existing and potential areas of 
overlap in goals and data needs

3. Inspire additional monitoring to fill gaps



How can scientists engage 
volunteers? 

Short answer:

Effective communication!



How can scientists engage 
volunteers? 

1. Listen to volunteers and encourage 
them to collect data to answer their 
questions.
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How can scientists engage 
volunteers? 

1. Listen to volunteers and encourage 
them to collect data to answer their 
questions.

2. Communicate scientific goals in a way 
that highlights consensus.

3. Emphasize how the CMC supports 
volunteers in reaching their goals





Thank you!

Suzi Spitzer
sspitzer@umces.edu
www.umces.edu/suzanne-spitzer

http://www.umces.edu/suzanne-spitzer




1. Distribute a targeted survey

What is next? 



1. Distribute a rigorous survey

2. Interview more scientists

What is next? 



1. Distribute a rigorous survey

2. Interview more scientists

3. Talk with more volunteers

What is next? 
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